
This time and always…December 18, 2020 
 
 
Best of Bobcats: 
 
-School dismissed at noon.  School re-begins, Monday, January 4.    
 
-First semester ends, Friday, January15.   Second semester begins, Tuesday, January 19. 
 
-The link below shows our students, finding a way to perform early in the AM at 
Camelot.  enjoy the talents and holiday wishes: 
 
https://youtu.be/ULhsYkfOXgg 

 

Camelot Blue Team Band Holiday 
Performance 
youtu.be 

 
 
-Proudly, we announce Mrs. Darcy Vincent, 5th grade math teacher, has been honored as a 
recipient of the presidential award for math teachers in South Dakota.  She is now up for the 
national award. 
 
-Our students constructed over 300 hearts for our health care workers to be displayed at the 
Brookings hospital.(See attachment) 
 
-Our students raised over $190 for Children's Miracle Network.   
 
-Thanks to so many of your for your courtesy in our parking lots before and after 
school.  We would ask that you make every attempt to stay to the right and not "create" 
parking spaces.  This creates a safety issue as well as a traffic issue.  Thanks again for your 
assistance in safely transporting our precious cargo. 
 
 
 



Victory doesn’t have to vanquish.  The highest form of win is a self-win, a defeat of the 
obstacles that prevented growth and development.   Victory can be, but is rarely 
freedom.  Most victories come at the expense of another.  Competition is an actual bondage, a 
lust for the power and rush of rising above another.  It drives many to cheat, to lose sight of 
the inner values they hold dear.  It is base and primal, this urge we have to gain and insert our 
will over another.  For me, one so involved in athletics for almost 60 years, there is a constant 
tug and struggle with the reality of the games that mimic our life, and what they could mean, 
but what they really do.  Watching the complete overemphasis we have placed on status, and 
this continual focus on seeing ourselves only in comparison to our perception of being better 
than another – while at the same time carrying a heart that revels in individual heightening, 
the quest for self-actualization – it is quite a tension.  This time of year, when the little boy 
was born under the star, and tread the earth never once winning a victory at the cost or harm 
of another, I wonder at our hypocrisy. What would that little boy think of our infatuation and 
fanaticism with holding others hostage by exploiting their weaknesses.  How would that 
boy view our greedy pursuits and adoration for being “ on top”?  What would that boy think of 
our envy, jealousy and petty bickering over the small little things that always seem to be about 
“getting mine”.  Would the boy wonder if we are actually devolving with our need to destroy 
and destruct rather than use this wonderful gift of thinking to create and construct?  What 
happened to the altruism granted us?  What happened to the trust and faith asked of us?  The 
boy was born under that star, The little boy walked a path to show us what could be if we 
never made a choice that did not involve first thinking of our fellow man.  That we must 
regard humility as our first virtue.  That we shall always place everyone above 
ourselves.  When we extinguish the hunger to be better than someone else and only focus on 
cultivating the gifts we have been given, then everyone wins.  For our children, we must set 
individual expectations, and help them try for those goals without caring what anyone else’s 
goals are.  We have to stop wishing our child was like that one next door, or crowing about 
our child being better than the one next door.  We just have to be our best and keep trying to 
be our best and have the will to make ourselves know that is the golden way.  To give all we 
have to all we know – but to give, not to take.  Be willing to walk this world in two pairs of 
shoes – one pair, the shoes of whomever your direction-model is.  The other pair – whomever 
you may be talking to at that moment.  Live your life trying to walk in their shoes.  And 
instead of trying to beat them, how about trying to help them and understand them?  My hope 
for the world – that we learn to define success not in ranking how much better we are than 
others, but how much good we have done for others.  Good will and peace.    Not just for this 
holiday time – for always. 
 
Always, willing and loyal servant to the Camelot and Brookings Community - Kevin 
 


